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Abstract

We compare the performance of two recently proposed distance{vector algorithms (Merlin{
Segall and Extended Bellman{Ford) with a link{state algorithm (SPF), under varying le
transfer workload. (Unlike the traditional distance{vector algorithms, these new distance{
vector algorithms do not su er from long{lived loops.) Our comparison is done using a
recently developed network simulator, MaRS. We consider both dynamic and static le
transfer connections, and both uniform and hotspot distributions of source{sink pairs. Our
conclusion is that Extended Bellman{Ford performs as well as SPF in terms of delay and
throughput. This suggests that distance{vector algorithms are appropriate for very large
wide{area networks, since their space requirements are less than that of link-state algorithms.

1 Introduction
In wide{area store{and{forward computer networks, routing protocols are responsible for forwarding data packets over good routes which optimize real{time performance measures such as
delay and throughput. The delay along a route depends on the trac through its links, which
depends on the external (time{varying) load. Consequently, a routing protocol must monitor
link delays and adapt its routes to changes in link delays.
There are two basic kinds of routing algorithms: link{state and distance{vector. In the
link{state approach, each node maintains a view of the network topology with a cost for each
link. In the distance{vector approach, which is based on the Bellman{Ford algorithm [9],
each node maintains for each destination a set of distances, one for each of its neighbors. The
distance{vector approach has less space overhead. However, the straight{forward distributed
implementation of the Bellman{Ford algorithm performs badly, because it can have long{lived
loops giving rise to large dissemination times [2]. The ARPANET initially used this Distributed
Bellman{Ford algorithm, but it was replaced in 1979 by a link state algorithm referred to as
SPF (Shortest Path First) [19].
Since 1979, many new kinds of distance{vector algorithms have been proposed [20, 24, 15,
3, 11, 23] which achieve signi cantly reduced dissemination times by using node coordination
mechanisms. We do not know whether the new distance{vector algorithms are good enough
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to replace SPF. To answer this, we must compare these algorithms in the context of varying
workload. To ignore the workload, as is done in all hop{count and message complexity analyses,
is to ignore the critical delayed feedback between routing table changes and link cost changes.
A testbed appears essential for understanding these issues.
We have developed such a testbed, called MaRS (Maryland Routing Simulator) [1]. In this
paper, we use MaRS to evaluate the performance of three routing algorithms in terms of delay
and throughput under varying le transfer workload. In all cases, we consider the NSFNET{
backbone network and a hop{normalized link cost function. We compare SPF and two recently
proposed distance{vector algorithms, namely Merlin{Segall [20, 24] henceforth called MS, and
Extended Bellman{Ford [3] henceforth called ExBF. The le transfer workload we consider is
speci ed in terms of source{sink pairs. We consider two kinds of geographic distributions for
the source{sink pairs: uniform, where the pairs are distributed uniformly among the nodes of
the network, and hotspot{with{background, where more source{sink pairs are allocated to
a speci ed hotspot node. We consider two kinds of burstiness for the le transfer connections:
dynamic and static. In the dynamic case, for each source{sink pair there is an unending
succession of le transfer connections. In each connection, a nite number of data packets
is produced by the source. The duration of the connection, i.e., the time to deliver the data
packets to the sink, depends on the routing protocol performance. The poorer the performance,
the longer the duration, resulting in more connections being active simultaneously. Thus, the
number of active connections varies with time. In the static case, for each source{sink pair
there is a single le transfer connection in which an unending succession of packets is produced
by the source.
Our overall conclusion is that under hotspot{with{background workload, SPF and ExBF
are about equivalent (with SPF being slightly better), while MS does signi cantly worse. Under
uniform workload, MS and ExBF are about equivalent (with ExBF being slightly better), while
SPF does signi cantly worse. We give more importance to hotspot workload than to uniform
workload, because we believe that it is more representative of real{life network conditions.
Elsewhere [25], we have used MaRS to compare the three routing algorithms under static le
transfer workload, for varying link cost functions, varying link failure and repair characteristics,
and regular and high{speed versions of the NSFNET{backbone. Our conclusion there is that
ExBF is as good as SPF for good link cost functions. Furthermore, ExBF is less sensitive to
changes in the link cost function. MS performs signi cantly worse than SPF and ExBF except
at very high and very low workloads.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review related work. In section 3, we describe SPF, MS, and ExBF. In section 4, we describe our simulation environment.
In section 5, we summarize the results of the simulations and give our conclusions.

2 Previous Work
To our knowledge, there is no previous work comparing the new distance vector algorithms to
SPF with respect to delay and throughput. There is previous work examining these algorithms
individually, and we mention experimental, simulation, and analytic approaches.
Regarding experimental approaches, a series of tests was performed on the ARPANET to
evaluate its new routing algorithm (i.e. SPF) [19] and its new link cost function (i.e. hopnormalized delay function) [17]. The tests showed that the new algorithm and cost function
give better performance than the old ARPANET algorithm (i.e. Distributed Bellman-Ford) and
the old delay function.

Regarding simulation approaches, reference [4] concluded that an adaptive strategy is needed
in a skewed workload environment. For SPF, it investigated the e ects of the link cost function parameters and demonstrated optimal settings. In [26], the original and new ARPANET
algorithms (i.e. Distributed Bellman-Ford and SPF) were evaluated in a comparison with two
hierarchical extensions to these algorithms. It was observed that a shorter link{cost update
period should be used for higher data workload. Multi{path extensions to SPF were proposed
in [22] and [27], and were shown to perform better. Reference [28] compared SPF, Distributed
Bellman-Ford and DUAL algorithms with respect to measures such as number of paths with
loops after a node/link change. However, it has no workload and assumes unit link delays and
zero processing time at the nodes. Reference [21] compared SPF, Gallager's algorithm [10], and
the CODEX algorithm [13, 14]. It was shown that SPF with the old delay link cost function
performs poorly compared to the other two algorithms in terms of packet delay under moderate
to heavy trac conditions.
Regarding analytical approaches, one approach is to use a queueing network model where
routing is based on delayed state information. Unfortunately, this is usually intractable except
for extremely simple models [7, 8]. Another more tractable approach is to use ow models [2, 8].
However, this approach assumes that ows are static (or quasi-static) [2].

3 Overview of Routing Algorithms
In this paper, we are concerned with next{hop routing; that is, each data packet has its destination node id, and each node (other than the destination) maintains a neighboring node id,
referred to as next hop, to forward the packets to. The next hop of a node can also be nil. In
this case if the node receives a data packet, which needs to be forwarded, for that destination
then the packet is dropped (and later retransmitted by the source).

Link{State Algorithms
In the link{state approach, each node maintains a view of the network topology with a cost
for each link, and uses this view to obtain minimum cost routes for each destination. To keep
these views up{to{date, each node regularly broadcasts the link costs of its outgoing links to
all other nodes. Note that some of the link costs in a node's view can be old because of long
propagation delays, partitioned network, etc. Such inconsistent views of network topology at
di erent nodes might lead to loops in the next hops. However, these loops are short{lived,
because they disappear in the time it takes a message to traverse the diameter of the network.
SPF is a link{state algorithm in which Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm [5] is applied to
the view of the network topology to determine next hops.

Distance{Vector Algorithms
In the distance{vector approach, every node maintains for each destination a set of distances,
one through each of its neighbors. The node chooses a neighbor with the minimum distance
for a destination as the next hop towards that destination.
It is well known that the straight{forward implementation of the above approach, in addition
to short{lived next hop loops, can have long{lived loops of duration proportional to link cost
changes [23]. The new distance{vector algorithms have mechanisms to avoid long{lived loops.
MS is a distance{vector algorithm which avoids both short{lived and long{lived loops. For
each destination, MS guarantees that the next hops on the nodes that can reach the destination

form a tree rooted at the destination. MS attains loop{free paths by coordinating the next hop
updates for each destination as a di usion computation [6] which is started by the destination.
ExBF is another distance{vector algorithm which avoids long{lived loops but not short{
lived loops. For each destination, every node maintains a distance and a pre nal node through
each of its neighbors. A pre nal node is the last node before the destination on the next hop
path towards that destination. Using the pre nal node information, ExBF avoids long{lived
loops.
We point out that for all algorithms, link{costs are re{calculated not only in the case
of a failure/repair but also periodically. This can cause routing table updates and the routing
algorithm adapts if needed. These routing table updates in turn cause changes in the link costs.
This delayed feedback between routing changes and link cost changes is very complicated to
analyze and can only be understood via simulations/experiments.

4 Simulation Environment
In this section, we give a brief overview of MaRS. We then describe the range of parameters
exercised in our simulations and the performance measures obtained. Assumptions and parameters were predetermined either consistently with those made in the literature, e.g. [19] [17] [12]
[4], or from statistics provided by Merit/NSFNET Information Services, or by experimentation.

4.1 Overview of MaRS

Our simulation studies were done on a recently developed discrete{event simulator, MaRS
(Maryland Routing Simulator). It provides a exible platform for the evaluation and comparison
of network routing algorithms. MaRS is implemented in C on a UNIX environment. It has
an optional graphical (X Window System) interface. It is available publicly in the Internet by
anonymous ftp from ftp.cs.umd.edu [1].
A network con guration consists of a physical network, a routing algorithm and a workload.
The physical network consists of nodes and links. Each node i represents a store{and{forward
entity, and is characterized by parameters such as bu er space, processing speed, packet queueing discipline, and failure and repair distributions. Each link (i; j ) represents a transmission
channel from node i to node j , and is characterized by parameters such as bandwidth, propagation delay, and failure and repair distributions. An operational link, i.e. one that is not in a
failed state, behaves as an error{free FIFO channel.
The routing algorithm is implemented by routing modules, one at each node, which maintain
the routing information, e.g. next hops, distances, link costs, etc. MaRS currently provides
three routing algorithms, SPF, MS, ExBF (described in section 3). MaRS currently provides
four types of link cost functions based on hop count, utilization, delay, and hop{normalized
delay. The link cost function used in this paper is the hop normalized delay function of the
ARPANET [19, 17]. The cost of a link is updated periodically, and reset whenever the link
fails or recovers; at each update, a new cost is calculated based on the average packet delay for
the link during the last update period, using exponential averaging, movement limits, etc. (see
Appendix A for details).
The workload is de ned in terms of source{sink pairs which are attached to nodes. In each
pair i, source i produces packets destined for sink i and passes them to its node. The packets
are forwarded across the network and consumed by sink i. MaRS currently implements three
types of source{sink pairs: le transfer (FTP), remote login (TELNET), and a simple workload.

In FTP and TELNET, each source{sink pair is de ned in terms of connections. A connection
can be nite or unending. A nite connection is de ned by a start time, inter{packet generation
time, packet size, and total number of data packets to be produced. The connection ends
when all data packets have been delivered to the sink. An unending connection is similar,
except that the source never stops producing data packets (and the connection never ends).
Each connection, whether nite or unending, incorporates a static send window{based ow
control mechanism and an acknowledgment{with{retransmission mechanism using roundtrip
time estimates. For each connection, the roundtrip time estimate is calculated with the help
of token packets sent regularly. The roundtrip time estimate is calculated by exponentially
averaging the roundtrip times of token packets with a factor of 0.5. Retransmissions can be
due to node or link failures, bu er space limitation, or nil next hop. We only consider this
simple ow control scheme to keep the interactions between routing and ow control algorithms
minimal. With a more sophisticated ow control mechanism, such as slow{start in TCP, the
interaction would be more complicated, and we believe it would be hard to draw conclusions
about the performance of the routing algorithm itself.

4.2 Simulation Parameters

We consider the routing algorithms, SPF, MS and ExBF, on the topology of the NSFNET{T1{
Backbone for varying workloads. Figure 1 illustrates the NSFNET topology. Link propagation
delays in milliseconds are indicated. Also indicated is the node which will be a hotspot in some
of our experiments.

Figure 1: NSFNET{Backbone: 14 nodes, 21 bidirectional links, average degree 3.

Physical Network

All links have the same bandwidth, 1.5Mbit/sec. There are no link or node failures. All nodes
have adequate bu er space for bu ering packets awaiting processing and forwarding. Workload
packets can be processed (includes parsing the packet header, consulting the routing table, and
adding the packet to the appropriate outgoing packet queue) in parallel. The processing time
equals 1 msec. Routing packets have priority over workload packets in the nodes' outgoing
packet queues.
Routing packets received at a node are processed sequentially. The size and processing time
of routing packets depend on the algorithm. For SPF, a link{state packet sent by a node is
16 + 8e bytes long, where e is the number of neighbors of the node; it is processed in 6 msec.
For MS, there are two types of packets: one conveying a distance, which is 20 bytes long and

processed in 3 msec, and one carrying a request for initiating a new computation, which is
16 bytes long and processed in 2 msec. For ExBF, a distance{vector packet sent by a node
is 24 + 12n bytes long, where n is the number of destinations for which a distance has been
received; it is processed in 4.5 msec.

Link{Cost Function

The hop{normalized delay function is used with o set equal to 0, slope equal to 10, minimum
cost limit equal to 1, maximum cost limit equal to 10, and movement limit equal to 1 (these
terms are de ned in Appendix A). The link{cost update period is uniformly distributed with
mean 10 seconds and standard deviation 1 second. (These values were obtained from [19] [17],
and experimentation [25].)

Workload

We use only FTP source{sink pairs (this is a major NSFNET application [16]). We consider
two types of source{sink pair distributions: (i) Uniform workload with parameter U indicating
the average number of FTP source{sink pairs between every two nodes; and (ii) Hotspot{
with{background workload with parameters H and B , where H is the average number of FTP
source{sink pairs from every node to the hotspot node, and B is the average number of FTP
source{sink pairs between every pair of nodes excluding the hotspot node.
We consider two types of burstiness for the FTP connections: (i) Dynamic workload, where
each source{sink pair is a succession of nite connections with average inter{start times for
connections equal to 15 sec, average inter{packet generation time equal to 0 msec, and average
number of packets per connection equal to 50 (thus, all packets of a connection are generated
at the start of the connection); and (ii) Static workload, where each source{sink pair is a single
unending connection that starts when the simulation begins and has inter{packet generation
time equal to 150 msec. In both cases, the data packet size equals 512 bytes, the window size
for ow control is 8 packets, and the acknowledgment packet size is 32 bytes.

4.3 Performance Measures

We consider average measures of throughput, delay and load. An average measure is based
on statistics collected over a large measurement interval, which is the duration of the simulation except for an initial \startup interval" (to eliminate transient e ects due to empty initial
network). Thus:
 Throughput. Total number of data bytes acknowledged during the measurement interval
divided by the length of the measurement interval.
 Delay. Total delay of all data packets acknowledged during the measurement interval
divided by the number of data packets acknowledged in this interval, where delay of a
data packet is de ned to be the time di erence between sending a packet for the rst
time and receiving the corresponding acknowledgment.
 Data (Routing) Load. Fraction of the network capacity, i.e. sum of all link capacities,
used by workload (routing) packets during the measurement interval.
The length of the measurement interval is chosen long enough to ensure steady{state behavior. This behavior is detected when successively computed statistics stay within a speci ed
percentage error bound.

5 Observations and Conclusions
We rst consider the (steady{state) performance of the routing algorithms under dynamic
workload, as the number of source-sink pairs is increased. Recall that each source{sink pair
generates a succession of connections; the connection start times are separated by 15 sec on an
average, and each connection generates an average of 50 packets at its start. Thus, the number
of packets generated per second, also referred to as the workload in this section, grows linearly
with the number of source-sink pairs.
We expect the throughput, delay and data load to be related to the workload in a manner
typical of open queueing networks [18]. That is, the throughput should equal the workload as
long as the workload is less than the system capacity (for workload higher than the system
capacity the system is unstable). With increasing workload, the delay should increase at rst
slowly and then dramatically (with increasing rate) as the system becomes saturated. The data
load should be proportional to the throughput divided by the system capacity.
Note that the delay is proportional to the average number of packets in the network, which is
roughly proportional to the average number of active connections, since each active connection
contributes roughly about a send window's worth to the packets in the network. As the workload
is increased, connections take more time to nish.
We now present our simulation results for dynamic workload:
 Dynamic uniform workload. Figure 2 shows the number of active connections as a
function of time. This illustrates the open nature of the system. Figure 3 shows the
throughput, delay and data load, versus U in the range 1 to 6. Saturation begins around
U = 4 (and instability around U = 7). The three routing algorithms di er only in the
delay curves after onset of saturation. At U = 6, ExBF performs the best, MS is about
5% worse, and SPF is about 30% worse.
 Dynamic hotspot{with{background workload. Figure 4 shows the throughput,
delay and data load, versus H in the range 4 to 15, for B = 1. Saturation begins around
H = 13 (and instability around H = 16). Again, the three routing algorithms di er only
in the delay curves after onset of saturation. However, this time SPF and ExBF perform
about the same, while MS is about 30% worse.
Figure 5 shows the corresponding curves for B = 2, and gure 6 for B = 4.
In the above gures, the throughput increases linearly with the workload, while the data load
grows at rst linearly and then slower. An explanation for this is that the routing algorithms
become more ecient as the workload increases. That is, the average number of hops a packet
travels becomes smaller (hence the slower increase in data load). This is not unlikely because
the link costs (as indicated by the bounded discrete-valued link cost functions) become more
representative of the link delays as the workload increases.
We now consider the (steady{state) performance of the routing algorithms under static workload, as the number of source-sink pairs is increased. Recall that in the static case each source{
sink pair has a single unending connection that generates one packet every 150 msec on an
average. Thus, as in the dynamic case, the workload grows linearly with the number of sourcesink pairs. However, unlike the dynamic case, the number of active connections is constant
over time. Thus the number of packets in the network is upper bounded, since each active
connection cannot have more than a send window's worth of the packets in the network.

Therefore, we expect the throughput, delay and data load to be related to the workload
in a manner typical of closed queueing networks [18]. That is, as the workload increases, the
throughput (and data load) increase linearly at rst and then slower (at which point packets
are being generated at higher rate than they are being accepted into the network). The delay
increases very slowly at rst and then linearly. Therefore, the system should reach saturation
at higher workload in the static case than in the dynamic case.
We now present our simulation results for static workload:
 Static uniform workload. Figure 7 shows the throughput, delay and data load, versus
U in the range 0.5 to 6. Saturation begins around U = 2:5. The three routing algorithms
di er only in the delay curves after onset of saturation. At U = 3, MS and ExBF perform
about the same, and SPF is about 75% worse.
To compare static workload with dynamic workload, we show in Figure 8 the delay versus
throughput for the static uniform workload and for the dynamic uniform workload. (The
static throughput range is truncated to be the same as the dynamic throughput range.)
As expected, the dynamic workload has higher delay and enters saturation sooner.
 Static hotspot{with{background workload. Due to lack of space, we do not show
graphs of throughput, delay and data load, versus H , for various B . Instead, we directly
compare the delay{throughput curves for static and dynamic cases. Figure 9 shows the
delay versus throughput graphs for static hotspot workload and for dynamic hotspot
workload. Both cases have equal background workload corresponding to B = 1 for the
dynamic case. As expected, the dynamic workload has higher delay and enters saturation
sooner. Also, in the static case, around saturation SPF and ExBF perform about the
same, while MS is about 30% worse.
Figures 10 and 11 show the corresponding graphs for background workload of B = 2 and
B = 4, respectively. Note that for xed H , as B increases the delay decreases, because
the proportion of hotspot workload decreases.
Our general conclusions are as follows. As expected, the network behaves as an open system
under dynamic workload, and more or less as a closed system under static workload. In every
scenario, the three routing algorithms are practically equivalent with respect to throughput
and data load. Before the onset of saturation, they are also practically equivalent with respect
to delay. However, they di er signi cantly in delay around the saturation point, although
which algorithm is better depends on the geographic distribution of the workload. Under a
hotspot{with{background workload, SPF and ExBF are about equivalent (with SPF being
slightly better), while MS does signi cantly worse. Under uniform workload, MS and ExBF
are about equivalent (with ExBF being slightly better), while SPF does signi cantly worse.
The explanation we have is the following: in general we have observed that SPF adapts faster
in response to trac burst and link failure/recovery. We think that this leads to oscillations in
routes3 which degrade performance under uniform workload [4], while under skewed workload,
these route changes would cause the use of under{utilized links.
We give more importance to hotspot workload than to uniform workload, because we believe
that it is more representative of real{life network conditions. In this case, in spite of short{lived
loops, SPF and ExBF perform better than MS in terms of delay and throughput. This means
that short{lived loops do not cause congestion. And the di usion computation mechanism used
We have observed that SPF has higher oscillations in instantaneous delay compared to ExBF and MS under
uniform workload around saturation [25]. We have not checked for oscillations in routes.
3

by MS causes MS to adapt too slowly. (These conclusions held even in the high{speed network
we studied in [25].)
ExBF has a worst{case exponential message complexity (O(2N )), which is much higher than
that of SPF (O(E )) and that of MS (O(H  E )), where N is the number of network nodes,
E is the number of network links, and H is the length of a maximum length shortest path
between any two nodes. However, our simulations show that routing load is generally very
small compared to the data load and a negligible fraction of the overall network capacity. We
also do not nd any correlation between routing load and system performance. Hence, reducing
message complexity and routing load should not be a primary criteria in proposing new routing
algorithms.
Our experiments were limited to only one network topology, that too of only 14 nodes.
Experiments on more topologies are required to further analyze the routing algorithms, and to
see how the performance scales with network parameters such as the number of network nodes,
network diameter, average nodal degree, etc. Other factors such as memory requirements should
also be considered when the network becomes large.
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A Link Cost Function
The cost of a link4 is maintained by its transmitting node. The cost is updated at time instants
t0 ; t1; : : :, where for all i > 0, either ti ? ti?1 equals an update interval size T , or at time ti
the link fails or recovers. To compute the cost, the transmitting node maintains the following
variables (the comments apply just before ti ):
 RawCost: A real-valued statistic re ecting the delay over interval [ti?1; ti), e.g. utilization, delay, etc.
 AverageRawCost: A real-valued statistic. The exponential average of the raw cost over
time interval [tk ; ti?1 ), where tk is the time of the last repair of the link.
 LinkCost: fMinLimit; : : :; MaxLimitg [ f1g. Link cost calculated at time ti?1.
 MovementLimit: An integer-valued parameter. Maximum possible change of the linkcost in one update period.
 Slope; Offset: Real{valued parameters. Characterize the shape of the function mapping
AvgRawCost to NormRawCost.
The new link cost at time ti is computed as follows:
 If the link fails, LinkCost is set to 1.
4

The cost of a link is usually discrete{valued instead of real{valued because it can be encoded in fewer bits.

 If the link becomes operational, LinkCost is set to MinLimit, and RawCost and AverageRawCost

are set to their minimum values.
 Otherwise, the link cost is calculated as follows:
AverageRawCost := 0:5  (RawCost + AverageRawCost)
NormalizedRawCost := max(min(AverageRawCost  Slope + Offset; MaxLimit); MinLimit)
if jNormalizedRawCost ? LinkCostj > MovementLimit then
LinkCost := LinkCost + MovementLimit  sign(NormalizedRawCost ? LinkCost)
else LinkCost := NormalizedRawCost
The rst line does exponential averaging, the second line bounds the cost, and the remaining lines bound the change in the cost.
The di erence between di erent link cost functions lies in how they compute the RawCost.
In this paper, we use the hop normalized delay function of the ARPANET [17]. Here the
transmitting node monitors the average packet delay (queueing and transmission) and average
packet transmission time for the link during the last update period. From these, assuming an
M=M=1 model, it calculates the utilization, which it uses as the raw cost. That is:
packet transmission time
RawCost(= utilization) = 1 ? averageaverage
packet delay
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Figure 2: Number of active connections vs time under dynamic uniform workload.
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Figure 3: Varying the average number of source{sink pairs in dynamic uniform workload.
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Figure 4: Varying the average number of hotspot source{sink pairs for background B = 1.
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Figure 5: Varying the average number of hotspot source{sink pairs for background B = 2.
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Figure 6: Varying the average number of hotspot source{sink pairs for background B = 4.
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Figure 7: Varying the average number of source{sink pairs in static uniform workload.
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Figure 8: Comparing static uniform workload vs dynamic uniform workload.
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Figure 9: Comparing static hotspot workload vs dynamic hotspot workload for background
B = 1.
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Figure 10: Comparing static hotspot workload vs dynamic hotspot workload for background
B = 2.
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Figure 11: Comparing static hotspot workload vs dynamic hotspot workload for background
B = 4.

